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Abstract

Objective: The present study sought to determine the feasibility of an experimental research design to investigate the effects of exposure to magazine advertising on children’s food choices.
Design: Children were randomized to read either a magazine with food advertisements or a magazine with no food advertisements. They then chose two food items from the intervention ‘store’ to eat after the session. Data were also collected on attitudes to advertising and snack food preferences. Finally, participants’ parents were provided with a self-completion survey on food choices and other variables (n 24).
Setting: Three vacation care centres in regional New South Wales, Australia.
Subjects: Children aged 5–12 years (n 47).
Results: Children in the experimental condition were more likely to choose advertised foods than those in the control group. Interestingly, the majority reported taste and healthiness as the most important factors in snack food choices; however, when faced with the actual food choice, they predominantly chose unhealthy foods (eighty-two unhealthy and only twelve healthy items were chosen).
Conclusions: This was the first study to assess the effects on children of exposure to food advertising within the context of reading a child-targeted magazine. Importantly, even with the small sample size and venue limitations, we found that exposure to magazine advertising influenced food choices. Children’s magazines are an under-researched and poorly regulated medium, with considerable potential to influence children’s food choices. The present study shows that the methodology is feasible, and future studies could replicate this with larger samples.
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Children’s food choices, and their consequences, are an issue of concern worldwide. In 2006, it was estimated that there were more than 21 million overweight or obese children in the European Union (about 30% of all children), approximately one-quarter of whom are obese, and this figure is increasing by over 1 million children each year19. In the USA, it is estimated that 35% of children are overweight or obese2. Prevalence is increasing in nearly every country to the point that overnutrition rivals undernutrition as the chief food problem even in developing countries19. In Australia, the prevalence of overweight and obesity among children aged 7–16 years increased from 11% in 1985 to 21% in 199519 and, by 2005, 25% of 5–17-year-olds were classified as overweight (17%) or obese (8%)9.

Studies in the USA show that the majority of children consume insufficient amounts of fruit, vegetables and dietary fibre60 and higher than recommended amounts of energy-dense and high-fat foods77. Recent research confirms that children are eating outside the home more regularly, eating larger portion sizes, consuming more soft drinks and eating less fruit and vegetables60. In Australia, the energy intake of children aged 10–15 years increased by 12% for girls and by 15% for boys between 1985 and 1995, because of increased consumption of energy-dense, nutrient-poor foods and beverages9.

There is a raft of factors that influence children’s eating patterns. These include, but are not limited to, direct parental influences (controls over food); indirect parental influences, such as parents’ own consumption practices10 and nutrition knowledge11; environmental factors (such as food availability); and social and cultural influences12.

Child-targeted food advertising

Advertising (and particularly television (TV) advertising) has been argued to be an important factor in children’s eating patterns. There is consistent and increasing evidence that food advertising targeted at children is predominantly for unhealthy foods. It has been estimated that children view in excess of 40,000 TV advertisements each year13, with many of these being for food14. Studies on TV food
advertising during children’s viewing times have consistently found that advertisements are predominantly for foods high in fat, salt or sugar in the USA(15), the UK(16), Portugal(17), Iran(18), New Zealand(19) and Australia(20).

A secondary analysis of a longitudinal survey data set in New Zealand found that children who watched more than 2 h of TV/d were more than twice as likely to be frequent consumers of foods commonly advertised on TV, including soft drinks, hamburgers and French fries(21).

Similarly, a Dutch study found that children’s exposure to food advertising was associated with greater consumption of advertised brands and of energy-dense foods more generally(22). On a positive note, a study across nine European countries concluded that exposure to TV advertisements for healthy foods was positively associated with reported fruit and vegetable intake(23).

Food requests in 50 study of parent–child co-shoppers found that children made these requests were granted(24). It has been argued that the family settings where a dominant narrative is one of ‘having and responding to desire or needs immediately’

(p. 601)(25). Hastings et al.(16) argue that the effect of food promotion has been understated because indirect effects have been ignored, and because the cumulative effect of TV advertising combined with other forms of promotion and marketing is likely to be greater. Further, the effects of advertising on children have considerable implications for families, with some evidence that children affect the buying patterns of parents by requesting, or even demanding, specific snacks and meal selections(14).

For example, a recent observational study of parent–child co-shoppers found that children made food requests in 50-4% of observations, and almost half of these requests were granted(24). It has been argued that the consumption of consumer goods and services has become an important part of family leisure activities in industrialized, developed democracies and children are being raised in family settings where a dominant narrative is one of ‘having more and responding to desire or needs immediately’

(p. 601)(25).

It appears that marketers are tapping into this family dynamics by appealing to both parents and children with different targeted messages that serve to increase both children’s food requests and parents’ willingness to meet these requests. An earlier study of Australian print food advertisements identified concurrent campaigns in children’s magazines positioning food products as ‘fun’ and in women’s magazines positioning them as ‘nutritious’(44). For example, 82% of adults shown the ‘parent’ version of Kellogg’s LCM advertisement perceived the message to be that the product was healthy, compared with only 26% shown the ‘child’ version; concurringly, 56% shown the ‘parent’ version and 78% shown the ‘child’ version also perceived the message that the product would make the purchaser/consumer popular.

Experimental studies of the effects of child-targeted food advertising

The impact of advertising on children’s food choices has been shown both in econometric studies – which have concluded that increases in fast-food advertising were associated with increases in the proportion of overweight children(26), and that exposure to TV advertising is associated with obesity in children(27) – and direct observational or experimental studies. A recent update of Hastings and colleagues(28) review of the literature identified six experimental studies assessing the effect of exposure to TV advertising on children’s consumption, including increased preference for less-healthy food choices, increased energy consumption and increased total food intake. However, they did not identify any studies on the effects of non-TV food advertising on children’s food preferences and choices, despite the need for such research being a key recommendation of many reviews(16,29,30).

Print media food advertising

To date, the focus of research on food advertising to children has been in the context of TV advertising. Thus, there is a solid and growing evidence base showing that TV food advertising increases children’s preferences for, and consumption of, advertised foods(16,29–31). Over 20 years ago, researchers cautioned that relying on TV advertising as the sole, or primary, medium for studying the influences of advertising on children resulted in an incomplete understanding of how children process and interpret advertising(32,33).

The opportunity to reach children and teenagers with print media has expanded over the last decade(34); in Australia, the number of magazines targeting children is increasing, and they are increasingly identifying and developing niche markets. For example, under the ‘Disney’ title, ACP magazines publishes: Disney Adventures, targeting children aged ≥6 years; Disney Girl, which targets girls aged 6–13 years who are described as ‘spending their’ pocket money on lip glosses, toys, CDs, DVDs, clothing and accessories’; and Disney’s Princess, which targets girls aged 3–9 years (http://www.acp.com.au/Magazines.htm). There are also magazines based on specific characters or entertainers – such as Barbie, Hannah Montana, High School Musical (all published by Otter Press) and The Wiggles (published by Next Media).

The 2009 update of the literature found that there had been several recent studies conducted on media other than TV, with a small number on magazines, websites or magazines and linked websites combined(29). However, these studies tend to be descriptive in nature, focusing on the extent and content of such advertising(34,35).

A recent study (published after the 2009 review) had 309 children read a booklet containing healthy food advertisements, unhealthy food advertisements or non-food advertisements; they were then given a choice of a packet of raisins or a packet of sultanas(36). No significant difference in food choices between the three groups were found. However, that study did not examine responses to
food advertisements in a natural context but rather to advertisements in isolation, with children asked to read and answer questions about each advertisement, and preceded and followed (before the food choice) with ‘current state’ questions (which included whether they saw themselves as good looking, liked, hungry, healthy, fat, etc.). This raises the question as to whether the food choices were influenced by the artificial exposure and processing of the advertisements and with the priming of perceptions associated with food choice, and thus whether the same result would be found if the children interacted with advertising in a more natural manner.

Method

Participants
The participants in the present study were primary-school-aged children attending vacation care programmes at three not-for-profit centres in regional New South Wales, Australia. Each centre operates within a public school, and provides supervised care for children aged 5–12 years during school holidays. All data were collected in January 2010.

Stimuli
The stimuli were the December 2009 issues of two top-selling children’s magazines. Krash has a publisher-reported monthly circulation of 45 000* in Australia and 12 000 in New Zealand (http://www.nuclear.com.au/mediakits.html) and is positioned as ‘The world’s coolest boy’s mag’ (http://www.krash.com.au/); its core target consists of boys aged 8–14 years. D-Mag has an audited monthly circulation of 27 126; it promises ‘Fun, discovery and adventure’ (http://www.dmag.com.au/) and targets boys and girls aged 6–13 years. Although we ideally would have liked to use two gender-neutral magazines, D-Mag was the only publication that does not have a single-gender focus. Our previous qualitative research suggested that girls would still find articles of interest in a ‘boys’ magazine but that boys would not be prepared to read a ‘girls’ magazine (such as Total Girl or Barbie). The Krash magazine contained a full-page advertisement for a range of candy products; D-Mag contained no food advertisements.

Procedure
The study procedure consisted of five phases (questionnaire 1; intervention, distracter task; questionnaire 2; purchase activity; and questionnaire 3). The study was conducted in the late morning in all three centres (approximately 2h before lunch), and planned to ensure that the ‘break’ coincided with the scheduled morning teatime. This also meant that the participants were unlikely to be still satiated from their breakfast, but to be moderately hungry.

Before exposure to the experimental stimuli, participants completed a brief questionnaire on their attitudes towards magazine advertising, factors that influence their snack food choices and demographic information (questionnaire 1). Participants were then randomly allocated to one of the two conditions – experimental (magazine with food advertisements) or control (magazine with no food advertisements) – and given 15 min to read the magazine at their own pace (intervention). They were not directed to read any particular section of the magazine, but simply to read it as they would at home – although they were encouraged to try to look at all the pages.

Participants then completed a distracter task, in which they were asked to read the ‘most embarrassing moment’ section in the magazine (both magazines have a page on which readers write in and tell of an embarrassing experience), choose one of the reader’s stories and write down what advice they would give that person. They then completed a brief series of questions about magazines and magazine advertising (questionnaire 2), including questions about whether they like reading advertisements and whether they believe the information in advertisements.

Participants were then given two vouchers for the ‘in-class store’, which could be redeemed for their choice of snack foods. The ‘store’ items included the three items advertised in the magazine (e.g. Cosmic brand lollipop); items that were the same in terms of size, taste and appearance, but not advertised brands (e.g. Sweetworld lollipop); and healthy foods (sultanas, fruit and rice wheels). The store selection was carefully designed to ensure both an equal number of ‘healthy’ and ‘unhealthy’ choices and an equivalence of portion sizes across the food choices. Once they had completed their purchases, participants answered questions about the food they chose and how healthy they thought their choices were (questionnaire 3), and then completed an unrelated task until the end of the lesson.

Finally, participants were given a ‘parent questionnaire’ to take home; this was in a sealed envelope and included an information sheet, the questionnaire itself and a reply-paid envelope.

The study protocol was approved by the University’s Ethics Committee and the NSW Department of Education and Training.

Results

Children’s responses
A total of forty-seven children took part in the experimental study and completed the survey (twenty-five in the experimental condition and twenty-two in the control condition). There was a larger proportion of male children in the experimental group, but this difference was not statistically

* Krash is not audited by the Audit Bureau of Circulation.
significant (68% compared with 41%; \( \chi^2 = 0.6 \)). The participants were fairly evenly spread across year groups (34% Years 1–2; 27.6% Years 3–4; and 36.2%, Years 5–6), and ranged in age from 5 to 12 years. Participant age did not differ significantly between conditions (mean age of 8.7 and 8.8 years for experimental and control groups, respectively). Of the forty-seven participants, twelve reported that they read some or most issues of *Krash* and fourteen that they read some or most issues of *D-Mag*.

All variables were analysed by experimental condition and gender, and the results are reported for the sample as a whole, with any significant differences between groups being discussed.

**Food choice factors**

Taste was identified as the most important factor in choosing a snack food (with 59.6% stating that this was very important and 27.6% stating that it was important), and only 10.6% stated that it was not important. The majority of participants reported that it was very important (57.4%) or important (29.8%) that the snack food be healthy, and very important (40.4%) or important (23.4%) that it be fun. Girls were more likely to state that it was important that a snack food be healthy (\( t = 1.73, P = 0.003 \)), and boys that it taste good (\( t = -1.07, P = 0.031 \)).

**Attitudes towards magazine advertising**

The participants showed generally positive attitudes towards magazine advertising, with the majority reporting that they like (31.9%) or sometimes like (40.4%) magazine advertisements and that they do (29.8%) or sometimes do (23.4%) enjoy reading them (Table 1). However, they displayed a degree of scepticism towards advertising, with 63.8% stating that they sometimes believe and 27.6% stating that they do not believe what they show in advertisements, and 55.3% stating that they sometimes think and 27.6% that they do not think magazine advertisements tell the truth. There was no significant difference in the perceived believability of magazine advertising by age of participant, although younger participants were more likely to state that they like magazine advertisements (\( F = 4.27, P = 0.001 \)) and that they think magazine advertisements are great (\( F = 4.82, P = 0.001 \)). There were no differences on any of these items by gender.

**Food choices**

The children's food choices were categorized as 'advertised unhealthy food' (there were no healthy foods advertised in the magazines), 'non-advertised unhealthy food' (i.e. the matched food products) and 'healthy food'.

Three-quarters of the participants selected no healthy food items, and only one chose two healthy foods. A similar distribution was found for non-advertised unhealthy foods (20.8% chose one and 4.2% chose two). The majority of children selected one (33.3%) or two (56.3%) of the advertised foods. Participants in both groups were equally (un)likely to select a healthy food item; results showed a mean of 0.28 and 0.23 items/child in the experimental and control groups, respectively.

However, they differed in their choices of unhealthy food products, and these differences were statistically significant using a one-tailed test (which is appropriate given the *a priori* directional hypotheses). Those in the experimental group chose more advertised food items (with a mean of 1.64 compared with 1.32; \( t = 1.71, P = 0.046 \)) and less of the non-advertised unhealthy food items (with a mean of 0.16 compared with 0.45; \( t = -1.88, P = 0.038 \)). It is particularly interesting to note that only one child in the ‘advertising’ condition chose no advertised foods (compared with four in the ‘control’ condition) and seventeen in the ‘advertising’ condition chose only advertised foods (compared with ten in the ‘control’ condition).

Given the age of the children participating in the present study, it was also important to assess whether participants understood the difference between ‘healthy’ and ‘unhealthy’ foods. A total of ninety-four food choices were made (two/child), twelve were for healthy foods and eighty-two for unhealthy foods, and the respondents provided a classification for eighty-five of their ninety-four choices. Of the twelve healthy food choices, the relevant participant correctly classified ten as healthy foods and incorrectly classified one as unhealthy (one non-response); of the eighty-two unhealthy food choices, sixty-eight were correctly classified as unhealthy and six incorrectly classified as healthy (eight non-responses). Importantly, there was no statistically significant association between the stated importance of a snack food being healthy, tasty or fun and the actual choice of healthy or unhealthy foods.

| **Table 1** Attitudes towards magazine advertising among children (*n* 47) aged 5–12 years, New South Wales, Australia |
|-----------------------------------------------|-------|-------|-------|
| **Yes** | **Sometimes** | **No** |
| % | n | % | n | % | n |
| 8.5 | 4 | 63.8 | 30 | 27.6 | 13 |
| 31.9 | 15 | 40.4 | 19 | 25.5 | 12 |
| 25.5 | 12 | 44.7 | 21 | 29.8 | 14 |
| 8.5 | 4 | 48.9 | 23 | 40.4 | 19 |
| 34.0 | 16 | 34.0 | 16 | 29.8 | 14 |
| 17.0 | 8 | 55.3 | 26 | 27.6 | 13 |
| 29.8 | 14 | 23.4 | 11 | 38.3 | 18 |

Notes: All variables were analysed by experimental condition and gender, and the results are reported for the sample as a whole, with any significant differences between groups being discussed. Significant association between the stated importance of a food item being healthy, tasty or fun and the actual choice of healthy or unhealthy foods.
**Parent survey**
A total of twenty-four parents (51%) completed and returned the parent survey: thirteen from the intervention group and eleven from the control group. The children ranged in age from 5 to 11 (mean 8·3) years. There were no significant differences between the two groups on any of the items, except one (described below); thus, the results are reported for the sample as a whole.

**Food consumption patterns**
The majority of parents (71%) reported that their child consumed one or more pieces of fruit/d, and ate vegetables with dinner ≥5 times/week (67%). Most reported that their child ate cereal for breakfast 2–4 times (54%) or 5–7 times/week (38%). The parents reported that their children consumed takeaway food <1 (67%) or 1–2 times/week (29%). The majority reported a less than weekly consumption of potato chips (63%), with 29% reporting weekly and only 8% reporting daily consumption. Consumption of chocolate and lollies was more common, with 38% reporting a weekly consumption of each, and 38% and 33%, respectively, a consumption of 2–6 times/week. In relation to packaged snacks, parents were asked separately about weekday and weekend consumption, with consumption ≥1 time/d more common on weekdays (46%) than on weekends (29%). The majority of parents reported that their child drinks soft drink and cordial <1 time/week (63% for both), although consumption daily or several times per day was commonly reported for cordial (20%) but not by any parent for soft drink.

**Food requests**
Children were described as often (54%) or sometimes (33%) asking for fruit and vegetables and often (54%) or sometimes (33%) for dairy (although the latter may include less-healthy dairy-based foods). Requests for chocolates and confectionery were more likely to be described as occurring sometimes (67%) than as often (33%), as were requests for packaged snacks (54% and 33%) and takeaway foods (67% and 29%). Parents were asked what they thought influenced the food requests made by their children; only 25% thought that these requests were often influenced by parents and 21% by friends,* but 58% thought that the influence was often advertising.

When asked whether they felt pressurized to buy certain types of foods for their children, 25% said that they often felt pressurized to buy fruit and vegetables and 54% said dairy, with the source of the ‘pressure’ equally likely to be friends or family (17%), the child (13%) or advertising (17%). Parents were less likely to report often feeling pressurized to buy chocolate and confectionery (13%), packaged snacks (13%) or takeaway meals (8%), although approximately half said that they ‘sometimes’ felt this way. The source of the ‘pressure’ was much clearer in this case, with 46% reporting ‘often’ being pressurized by their children, 13% by advertising and none by family or friends. It is also interesting to note that two parents hand-wrote on the survey form that they felt pressurized by ‘sports advertising/sports sponsors’.

**Feasibility of the study design**
The primary aim of the present study was to examine the feasibility of the study design for assessing the effects of food advertising on children’s food choices. Thus, where the study protocol required a decision between elements that could lead to demand effects, wherever possible we erred on the side of decisions that would favour the null hypothesis. For example, questions regarding factors that influence food choice could have been asked before reading the magazine or after reading the magazine; we chose the former in order to maximize the time and number of distracter activities between responding to those items and making the actual food choices. Similarly, we could have asked the questions regarding attitudes to advertising in general before the food choices or after the food choices; we elected to do the former as again this decision would have favoured the null hypothesis – as it would have reduced the likelihood of those in the ‘advertising’ condition selecting the advertised foods. However, we asked the questions about liking and perceived healthiness of the products in the ‘store’ after the behavioural measure as we felt that this was likely to influence food choices.

Importantly, we found that the study protocol was acceptable to the children, parents and care providers; that the children participated actively in the activities; and that the experimental ‘store’ functioned effectively to enable the children to make actual food choices.

**Discussion**
Our study adds to the existing literature on the role of food advertising in influencing children’s food choices in several ways. First, it builds on the existing (although small) body of literature on food advertising to children through the print media. Previous studies have examined the extent and nature of food advertising in children’s magazines(35,36,38), and children’s interpretation of this advertising(39), but to date there is no published research on children’s behavioural responses to child-targeted print advertising, other than a single study that had children read advertisements in isolation from the context of their magazine(37). Second, it provides further support for the body of research showing that food advertising does affect

* This was the only item in the parent survey for which responses differed by group, with parents in the experimental group more likely to report that the influence is ‘often’ friends and those in the control group more likely to report that it is ‘sometimes’ friends ($\chi^2 = 0·056$).
children’s food choices\(^{16,29,31}\), by showing that these effects are not unique to TV advertising. Third, it confirms that self-reported intention does not necessarily predict actual behaviour – which is particularly important in the study of behaviour such as food choices in which social desirability effects are likely to result in under-reporting of ‘bad’ choices – and shows the need for studies to include actual behaviour in order to accurately assess the effects of advertising. Finally, it provides a simple, easily replicable methodology for testing the behavioural effects of exposure to print (and other media) food advertising.

Despite the small sample size in this feasibility study, we found that exposure to magazine advertising influenced food choices, with those exposed to magazines containing food advertisements more likely to choose the advertised foods than those reading magazines with no food advertisements. Advertising has been described as ‘subverting power relations between adults and children’\(^{40}\). Our finding that children chose unhealthy foods when given the opportunity to do so (when not observed by their parents), combined with parent respondents’ reports of feeling pressurized by their children, suggests that it may indeed be the case that advertising alters the perceived power balance. Further studies could investigate this idea by, for example, conducting a similar experiment with parents present.

**Attitudes to food advertising**

It was perhaps not surprising that the majority of participants reported that they like magazine advertisements, think they are ‘great’ and enjoy reading them. A recent review of food advertising to children across twenty European Union countries found that commonly used creative strategies included references to children’s movies and movie characters; appeals to play, fun, action and adventure; and use of humour, fantasy, cartoon characters and celebrities\(^{41}\).

It was encouraging to note that over a quarter of participants stated that they do not believe what is shown in magazine advertisements and do not think that advertisements tell the truth (and over half think that this is sometimes the case). However, this finding should be interpreted with caution. Only four participants said that they always believe what is shown in advertisements and only eight said that advertisements always tell the truth, suggesting that they believe they display a degree of scepticism in their responses to advertising. However, given that many of them stated that they like reading advertisements and that previous research shows an association between liking advertisements and food choices (although these previous studies focused on TV advertising), it is possible that these messages may work to undermine that scepticism and thus have a subconscious effect on food choices. Further, a recent study with 269 children aged 8–12 years concluded that, although cognitive defences (advertising recognition and awareness of the persuasive intent of advertising) reduced the impact of advertising on desire for the product among those aged 10–12 years, among younger children, this awareness actually increased the impact of advertising\(^{42}\).

**Influences on food choices**

It is interesting to note that, although the majority (87·2\%) of participants stated it was important or very important for the snack foods they chose to be healthy, only one chose two healthy food items from the in-class store, and ten chose one. That is, despite the stated centrality of ‘healthiness’ in snack food choice, only less than one-quarter chose even one healthy item when placed in an actual choice situation. The data show that the children could differentiate between healthy and unhealthy foods, and therefore these choices were not the result of a lack of awareness of the ‘healthiness’ of their choices. Further, the fact that there was no statistical association between the stated importance of ‘healthy’ snack foods and the actual food choices suggests that, when asked directly, children are likely to report socially desirable responses (i.e. those their parents, teachers or other adults ‘want’ to hear) rather than their actual preferences. This is consistent with previous research, which has shown that parents’ reports of behaviours and intentions regarding the provision of healthy foods for their children are influenced by perceptions of value judgements associated with these food choices\(^{43}\). The fact that children (and adults) differ in what they say they do and their actual behaviour shows the value of using an experimental design such as that in the present study.

The parent respondents clearly identified advertising as a key influence on their children’s food purchase requests, with over half stating that advertising was ‘often’ the influencing factor. Given the high proportion of child-targeted advertising for high-fat, high-sugar foods, it is not surprising that almost half of the parents reported ‘often’ being pressurized by their children – but never by their family or friends – to purchase unhealthy snack foods, and 13% ‘often’ feeling pressurized by advertising to buy high-fat/high-sugar foods. It is also interesting to note that 17% of parents reported ‘often’ feeling pressurized by advertising to buy dairy foods, which are less frequently advertised to children; it is possible that this relates to the messages inherent in some food advertisements that ‘good parents’ feed their children certain foods, but future research could investigate this perception more thoroughly.

**Limitations**

The sample size (forty-seven children and twenty-four parents) limited our ability to conduct more complex analysis. For example, it was not possible to test relationships between attitudes to advertising and selection of advertised food items with the sample of twenty-five children in the ‘advertising’ condition, given that only one child did not choose an advertised food and eighteen
chose two advertised foods. There were also limitations stemming from the use of vacation care centres as a study venue; participants spanned a range of ages and literacy levels within each group, and the lack of a physical and discipline structure meant that it was difficult to prevent participants from observing and interacting with each other during the shopping task. The latter would potentially have had a significant impact on food choices, given the importance of peer approval in this age group and the social nature of the setting. However, it is likely that this would have resulted in an underestimation of the effects of advertising, as the students in the control group, although not exposed to the advertisement, would have observed their peers from the other group choosing the advertised foods. Similarly, having children answer questions about influences on their snack food choices may have primed them to make healthier food choices; however, again, this would most likely result in an underestimation of the effects of advertising.

The physical limitations imposed by the location of the data collection (i.e. vacation care facilities that do not have appropriate facilities for physical assessment), combined with the lack of validity of self-reported weight and height among children in this age group, meant that we did not assess the weight or BMI of the study participants. Given previous research suggesting that overweight children respond differently to food advertisements than normal-weight children, future research could usefully include objective measures of participant BMI.

We did not include measures of determining whether the children could differentiate between an advertisement and other magazine content, as the study design already required a significant investment of time and energy from the children and adding further measures would have been problematic. However, our previous work in this area suggests that children are not always aware of the persuasive intent(39). Further, our work and that of others suggests that the distinction between advertisements and editorial content in children’s magazines is even more problematic than for TV(80); for example, a recent study found that ten marketing academics could not agree whether selected pages from children’s magazines were advertisements or marketing content.[14] Other children’s magazines, for example, the first to directly assess the effects on children of content in children’s magazines is even more problematic than for TV(38); for example, a recent study found that ten marketing academics could not agree whether selected pages from children’s magazines were advertisements or marketing content. Importantly, the present study shows that the methodology is feasible, with a good response rate from both child and parent participants, and positive feedback from children, parents and centres regarding their involvement in the study. Further, even with this small sample size and the acknowledged methodological limitations of the study venues, we found the predicted effect of exposure to this form of advertising on food choices. Future research could use this methodology with larger and more representative samples, preferably in a school-based environment, which would provide more homogeneous samples in terms of age and reading ability. A replication of our findings – given the growing number of children’s magazines in many countries and the blurring of lines between advertisements and editorial content in these publications – would suggest an urgent need for improved monitoring and regulation of advertising to children in this very targeted and under-researched medium.

Conclusions

This was a small-scale study, in one geographical area, and thus the results cannot be generalized to broader populations of children. However, this was a feasibility study, and the first to directly assess the effects on children of exposure to food advertising within the context of reading a magazine targeted at their age group. Importantly, the present study shows that the methodology is feasible, with a good response rate from both child and parent participants, and positive feedback from children, parents and centres regarding their involvement in the study. Further, even with this small sample size and the acknowledged methodological limitations of the study venues, we found the predicted effect of exposure to this form of advertising on food choices. Future research could use this methodology with larger and more representative samples, preferably in a school-based environment, which would provide more homogeneous samples in terms of age and reading ability. A replication of our findings – given the growing number of children’s magazines in many countries and the blurring of lines between advertisements and editorial content in these publications – would suggest an urgent need for improved monitoring and regulation of advertising to children in this very targeted and under-researched medium.
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